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Iliurmination Correction in Digital Inages
Somyinig Thaininiit and Chee-Hing Henry Chu

Abstract- Illumination in an image often needs to be
corrected or adjusted for several reasons. Recognition of
images, such as those of faces, that are based on image
data as patterns depends on having the lighting direc-
tion of the query image and that of the database images
be aligned. In computational video, acquired images are
often texture mapped to blend with computer generated
polygonal surfaces. The shading of a polygonal surfaces
changes as the light source direction relative to the com-
posite object changes due, for instance, to the object's
motion. We experiment with methods that can adjust
the texture mapped image according to the illumination
change. We test our concept on images of human faces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Perceptioni of tlhree-dimlensionial world objects in mil-
ages is heavily influenced by the shading of the surfaces.
The shading of three-dimensional surfaces in an image
is a fiunctionl of the suirface orientation, tlle lighting di-
rectionis, and possibly the viewing directionl. Once an
iml-age is acqtuired, these factors must be uncoupled to
adjust the shadimig of a pixel based on a change in any
onie of the fctors. Considler the recognitioni of images
of struicttures such as hunmlani faces. One approach is to
treat the imiage dlata (s patterlns. In this approach, all
imIlage to be matched is comiipare(l to a library of imi-
ages. If the lightin-g directioni of these iimiages are not
iatchedt, siimilarity tneasures may not be easy to definle.
Aniother application that calls for adjusting lighting

coni(litiolns in ani acquired inmiage is in blend(inlg an iml-
age with computer generatedi scenes. Digital mnaniipula-
tioli of image acnId vi(leo data facilitates special effects
operatioims that often cannot be recorded in the phys-
ical world. In iiany applicationis, acquired iimiages are
textuire mnappe(l and( blended with comupu-tei geenerated
surfaces to formii an object or the overall scene. This
could be done as ani artistic expression or for such prac-
tical reasonls as balancing the bandwidth with renderilng
s)ee(l. Comiipulter genierated surfaces can often be comll-
pressedl to a ituch higher dcegree; oni the other hand, the
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renderiing speed canl be a conicerni if the surface is overly
complicated. In the latter case, an acquired image may
be transmitted instead of the complicated suirface sinlce
the reniderinig speed is constanit for an image.

The acquisition of the surface data for a realistic ren-
derinig might n-ot be possible, niecessitatilng the use of
acquiired images. One such examiple is the surface of a
hlumiian face. Anl avatar used, e.g., in email and chat
sessions can be made with a texture niapped imlage of a
subject's face. The avatar body cani be represented as a
polygonal Lambertiain surface. When the avatar mlioves
in the scene, the lighting directionl chanlges so that the
shadiilg on the avatar body changes. The head-proxy
with its texture m-apped imiiage has a different lightilng
direction as well, but the imlage is invariant of the light-
ing (lirection chanlge. This canl cause the avatar to lack
a colherenit appearalnce an(d be distracting to a viewer.

A solution to this problern is to adapt the texture
map according to the avatar's orientationi. Mipmap-
pinig is the most commonly used pre-calcuilationi tech-
niquie in textuire mapping. It addresses the concern of
anti-aliasiing by adjusting the textuire map accordiing to
the size of the texture mlapped screeni area. A series of
inmages at different resolutionis are pre-loaded and the
imiiage at the correct resolution is used durinig renider-
inig. Our solution- is therefore to pre-calculate a series of
inmages, each correspondinlg to a particular orieintation
relative to the lighting direction. The correct imiiage is
theni used as the texture miap dturinig the rendlerilng pro-
cess.

The key to the illumination correction approaclh is ac-
quiirilng the series of images correspondinig to differenit
lightilng coniditioins. A straightforward way to render a
series of images of a face uinder different lightinig con-
ditions is to obtain the ranige and reflected color data
using laser-trianigulationi scanners. These data can be
u-sed to buildl the geomnetric and imiaterial specifications
of the surface of a face. Obviously, this direct data
acquisition approach is not always possible in malny ap-
plications.

Grayscale iinages of an object with a Lambertiain sur-
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face under all possible light sources cani be generated by
observing that all such images form a convex cone in RI,
where n is the number of pixels in each image. This con-
vex cone is referred to as the illumination cone [1]. The
illumination cone of an object can be constructed using
as few as three images of the object with a fixed pose
under different lighting directions. Although the human
face is not convex, the 3D shape of a face can be recov-
ered from at least three images taken under different,
not niecessarily known, lighting condlitions [2].

Anl alternative to rendering a huiman face under ar-
bitrary lighting and viewing directions is to use a basis
set called reflectance functions, formed from images of
the subject taken fromi different views and illuminated
from differenit directions. This inethod requires that a
large number of images, as many as 64 x 32, be recorded
and processed. The subject has to maintaini his or her
pose throughout the acquisitioni process [3].
Our method is based on the quotienlt image render-

ilng miiethod, which uses a bootstrap set of images to
synthesize color images of human faces from a single
inpu-t image. We describe our nmethod in the following
section. Our results are shown in Section III and some
concluding renmarks are drawn in Section IV.

II. ILLUMINATION CORRECTION

The quotient image rendering technique [4] trans-
formis an input image of a Lambertian object to an-
other image rendered under a different lighting condi-
tion, using images of a collection of objects all having
the same shape but differing in their surface texture
or reflectance. To understand the quotient image ren-
dering technique, consider the initeraction between the
lighting and the surface geometry that forms an ob-
served intensity value. The reflected light at a particu-
lar point on a Lamnbertian surface Y is given by

rTI-y = py rT s

where py is the reflectance, ny is the surface normal
vector, and s is the vector from the point towards the
light source. In the illumination correction approach,
we need to synthesize another inmage IF with a different
lighting direction s'. The new image is given by

Te-qi repyngste

The quotient iniage rendering technique allows us to
form IR given only Iy and neither py nor ny, under

certain constraints and using a database of example im-
ages.

Consider an image formed by another object A under
the same lighting condition s:

TIA = PA7AS.

If Y and A have the same geometric structure, i.e., ny =
nA, then a ratio of the image intensities is the ratio
of the reflectances, defined as the quotient image of Y
against A:

QYA = IY/IA -PY/PA.
Sinlce the quotient image is a function of the re-
flectances, it is illumination invariant. Suppose we want
to generate an image of Y illuminated by the lighting
condition s,, denotedIy,8,s. This image can be generated
in terms of the quotient image QYA by

Iys = [pynTsu- (pY/PA)PAnTsu = QYAIA,sV.

Hence, if we have an image of A illuminated by the de-
sired lighting condition, then Iy,s, can be formed from
the quotient image and IA,,s. This clearly is not always
practical.
But suppose we have K images of A under different

lightinig conditions, we can generate images of A under
sv if we can find Xl, ., XK so that

>z xjSj.

Then,

S',s, = QYAIA,s, -QYA Z XjIA,s,

In practice, we start with, instead of a single image
IA, a bootstrap set of images of N subjects, each il-
luminated by K lighting conditions. The coefficients
x1, , XK are found by solving a set of homogeneous
equations. The quotient image of an object Y against
the bootstrap set can then be found from ly, the boot-
strap images, and the coefficients x1, , XK. An image
of Y illuminated by a novel lighting condition can then
be synthesized from the quotient image and the set of
bootstrap images.
The quotient image rendering method can synthe-

size a grayscale image under arbitrary lighting condition
given an image of the object, and a bootstrap set of im-
ages. We extend the quotient image rendering method
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to handle color images so that we can synthesize a series
of color illumination images.
The straightforward approach is to apply the quo-

tient image rendering method to to each color chan-
nel independently. By assuming that lighting direction
change does not affect the chromatic information of an
image taken under it, we apply the quotient image ren-
dering method only to the luminance channel. In our
implementations, we convert the RGB data to the hue-
saturation-intensity (HSI) and to the YCrCb formats.
In either case, a new image for the luminance channel
(the I- or the Y-channel) is synthesized.

In the implementation using YCrCb format, because
the Y, Cr, and Cb channels are obtained from the R,
G, and B channels via a linear transformation, if, at
a pixel, the Y value is changed from y to y', the Cr
and Cb values should also be scaled by the factor y'/y.
The synthesized Y channel is then combined with the
properly scaled Cr and Cb channels to form a color
image.

III. RESULTS

We apply our color illumination correction method
to synthesize a set of images, each corresponding to a
different lighting direction. A bootstrap set of three
faces varying in illumination directions are taken from
the Yale Face Database [5], which consists of images
of fifteen individuals. We include seven subjects' faces,
each with three images taken under three different light
source directions. Examples of images of two subjects
used in our bootstrap set are shown in Figure 1. Images
of color novel faces are from Purdue University's AR
face database [6].

All faces in the bootstrap set and the novel faces are
roughly aligned using four manually selected facial fea-
tures, viz. left and right eye corners, and left and right
mouth corners. distance between two eye corners and
distance between the mid point The aligned faces are
cropped to the size of 128 x 128 pixels. After aligning
and cropping the faces, the mid point between two eye
corners of all faces are approximately at the same pixel
location.
A color image with a specified lighting direction is

synthesized using the method described in the previous
section. In Figure 2, we show an example of a set of
color illumination-corrected images synthesized in the

Fig. 1. Two faces taken under three distinct lighting conditions
in the bootstrap set.

HSI color space. The color illumination-adjusted images
show the same face with varying illumination directions.

Fig. 2. A novel face image (top row) and its synthesized
i11,i±ion-,adiuste'd ima-.p (middle and hbttom rmin-).

In Figure 3, we show an example of a novel face image
and the images synthesized in the HSI format and in the
YCrCb format. In both illumination-adjusted images,
the lighting direction was successfully changed from the
camera right to the camera left. The quality of the
images are different, however.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show another example of our
color face rendering system, illustrating the effect of
scaling the chromatic channels. The novel face used
in this experiment is captured with a high intensity,
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Fig. 3. A novel face image (left) and the synthesized illumination-
adjusted images obtained in the HSI (middle) and in the
YCrCb (right) color spaces without scaling chromatic infor-

non-uniformly distributed light source. The obtained
gray scale synthetic faces generated using different color
spaces, shown in Figure 5 look similar. However, its cor-

responding color faces (left and middle of Figure 6) are
different. The illumination-adjusted images generated
in the YCrCb color space has severe color distortion
while that generated in the HSI space remains realis-
tic. Results of new color faces generated using scaled
chromatic information (right panel in Figure 6) show
improvement.

Fig. 4. A novel face image (left) and its quotient images of the
luminance channels in the HSI (middle) and in the YCrCb
(riqht) color spaces.

Fig. 5. Synthesized faces using gray scale quotient image ren-
dering on the luminance channels in the HSI (left) and in the
YCrCh (riaht) rolor nappqr

Fig. 6. Illumination-adjusted images in color: rendered in the
HSI space (left), in the YCrCb (middle) space without scaling
the chromatic information, and in the YCrCb (right) space

condition given an image of the object and a bootstrap
set of images containing surfaces with the same geo-

metrical structure with the object's surface. This latter
condition is largely met in the case of human faces; i.e.,
human face surfaces have simnilar geometrical structure
unless viewed at close distances.
The method allows us to synthesize a series of im-

ages, with illumination adjusted, corresponding to im-
ages taken with different lighting directions. These im-
ages can be used as texture maps to represent an indi-
vidual using an avatar. As the avatar moves about in
the virtual world, the texture mapped face can have the
correct shading corresponding to the lighting condition.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We extended the quotient image rendering method
to handle color images. The new method can synthe-
size an image of an object under an arbitrary lighting
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